brochure  barracks  puree  manifestation
punctual  technician  competently  dilemma
condiment  remorseful  allocation  hospice
hostile  emphasize  pristine  thoroughbred
fascinating  conjure  gourmet  syringe
impel  animation  adequate  residue  ecosystem
serenade  frivolous  potassium  siege  militant
hydrogen  intercept  ulterior  fedora  auditorium
ecstatic  disappoint  harmonious  irritability  surrealist
leisure  pursuit  compromise  carnage  panickiness
municipal  lullaby  insulation  leniency  feign
nocturnal  livelihood  inflammable  impenetrable  philosophize
schooner  embryo  chromosome  fluoride  romaine
elegant  juvenile  gloaming  adolescence  exaggerate
stratosphere  accrued  controversy  epilepsy  choreographer
telepathic  duress  intrigue  Camelot  tentativeness
calzone  matrimony  malevolent  incidental  gouge
jubilant  parasite  correspondence  parody  referendum
syllable  desperately  disappearance  whimsical  phylum
fajitas  chickabiddy  loathe  genesis  luxurious
allergenic  onslaught  reimbursable  amphibian  systematic

This list includes 50 challenging seventh grade words and, to extend learning, 50 challenging eighth grade words. A student who learns these 100 words will be well prepared for a seventh grade classroom bee. A student who learns the study words from the School Spelling Bee Study List will be well prepared for a school spelling bee. A teacher may access the School Spelling Bee Study List by logging into spellingbee.com and visiting the Student Materials section.